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List of apparatus used in the test s was as follows: 
1. Cold R led Steel Shaft 
6- // 8 ,, - >< .3 B 
_,, If 
2. Cold Rolled Brass Shaft ~x .;18 a 
3. Steel disc weighing 3.50#. 
' ,1 
4. Spring mounted brass stylus in disc //4-off center of 
shaft, also very light spring brass stylus to fit unload-
ed shaft. 
5. Cards 3x5n glazed with zinc sulphate with hole in center 
.3 I/ • 
I 6 dia . for shaft to pass thru. 
6. Speed lallhe driven by General Electric continuous cur-
rent shunt wound motor , TypeC.R.,Volts-220, Amps 2.3, 
Speed 0.0 to 1800. 
7. Controller-- Cutler Hammer , armature . resistance for 
starting duty, field resistance for regulating duty. 
8 . Hasler speed counter; range 0.0 to 10,000 R.P .M. 
9. Foxboro Tachometer; range O.O to 20 , 000 R.P.M. 
10. Riehl~ tension testing machine . 
11. Berry strain gage . 
12. Special card holder mounted qn lathe bed ways to facil-
itate bringing zinc coated cards item (5) against brass 
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Discussion of Results . 
The results of this test were both disappointing and 
surprising because in these tests no discrepencies occured 
at all in the order recorded by Stodola pp . 468 . Vol . l . 
Ta~ing the liberty to quote here:rrAn examination of these 
figures discloses that the observed critical speeds are 
through- out smaller than the theoretical , whl le t he ratios 
of the speeds of the several orders agree reasonably with 
the theoretical values . The reason of the first deviation 
may be in the sympathetic vibrations of the very light 
and unsubstantial foundation and in the imperfect fixed 
bearings used in my ~xperiments . The full explanation 
of this discrepency will be left to further experiments . " 
In thi test the observed er tical speeds for the 
steel shaft are larger than the theoretical but agree 
reasonably close . For the brass shaft they fall in the 
same order with a discrepency tending toward the empiri -
cal va es being higher than the theoretical . No sympathe-
tic vibrations could have been sSt up in this test as the 
lathe used was heavy and the bearings were well checked 
with indicators to make sure of rigid bearings . 
Stodolas ' rSsults seem to point to a slipping tachom-
eter draive w~ich might easily have been true . It has been 
the writers experience that old tachometers tend to read 
low due to worn and dry parts in the instrument itself . 
The readings recorded in this report pp . 9- 10 & 11 were 
taken with a specially constructed rubber block drive at 
rear of lathe spindle with a new Hassler Tachometer ; also, 
these readings have nearly all been rec~ecked with a 
Foxboro Dead Beat Tachometer . ~he discrepency tending 
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